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PARTNERSHIP (outside Europe)

Home university

University of Windsor

Semester

Fall term 2016

Field of study

Law, Master

Name and E-Mail (optional)

General impression

Studying in Lucerne was a wonderful experience. There is a wealth of history here,

Please describe your stay in 4-5

fascinating architecture and breathtaking landscapes.

sentences
Entry/ arrival in Switzerland

The immigration offices are well managed and efficient, however can be a bit onerous

Immigration formalities, visa

as there are many procedures to follow.

Searching for rooms/ accommo-

Accommodations were easy to find and a lot of assistance is provided through the

dation

Mobility Office if one wants to stay in residence.

Experiences and useful addresses
Public transportation

Incredible public transportation. Consistently on-time and available almost 24 hours a

Train, bus, accessibility of university

day.

buildings
Prearrangements

Registration for courses was easy to perform. The guidelines and instructions are

Registration for courses, language

both specific and detailed.

tests, academic records
Information on the university

University of Lucerne is a smaller university which gives it a more intimate feel. It is

Location, size, infrastructure

somewhat lacking in some of the on-site infrastructure that you find in larger Canadian and American universities.

German course at the university

Definitely would recommend it to grasp the basics of conversation and useful

”German Short Course“ visited?

phrases.

Content of course, use?
Studying at the university

Lectures were excellently prepared and provided thoughtful discussion on complicat-

Content of lectures, credits,

ed concepts.

assessments
Assistance at the university

The mobility office and Uta are extremely helpful and approachable. I recommend

Mobility Coordinator, International

becoming

Relations Office, student advisors,

familiar with them as soon as possible. They have a wealth of information and are

mentors, contact with other students

very accommodating in helping you adjust to your new surroundings

Budgeting

The cost of living can be relatively expensive comparable to other European or North

Living costs, study material,

American countries.

money transfer
Living/ leisure
Meeting places, sports, culture
Comparison
What is better/ worse at the University of Lucerne as compared to your

home university?
Reasons

The opportunities for travel within and outside of Switzerland are too good to pass up.

Why did you choose to complete an
exchange semester at the University of Lucerne?
Duration

 too short

 too long

 just right

Looking back, was the duration of
your stay here:
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